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Abstract
A production market with given preferences, technology and competition technology is vulnerable if it admits both perfect competition and
monopoly or oligopoly. Under decreasing returns, the combination of
sunk costs and a potential for monopoly profits can be suﬃcient basis for
vulnerability, allowing a large agent to establish monopoly by installing
enough productive capacity. The monopolist deters entry by threatening
to oversupply the market. The threat is credible if the future discount rate
is low enough and if reputation dynamics do not invite a slow loss of market power. Vulnerable markets allow financial institutions to concentrate
ownership for profit.
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Introduction

This paper asks the question: in an otherwise competitive context, can the size of
the participants determine the structure of the market? More specifically, can
a large participant take over a competitive market, impose higher prices and
obtain a profit? The answer is clearly not if instantaneous production and sale
are possible without sunk costs. Thus I study the case when production requires
a sunk cost that serves to signal participants’ intent to produce and makes them
vulnerable to a loss. A large producer can then deter other participants by
threatening to oversupply the market. When there is a potential for monopoly
profits and the threat is credible, I show the large producer makes a profit over
and above her expenditures on deterrence.
The paper demonstrates the existence of multiple types of market equilibria
for a wide class of productive contexts with decreasing returns to scale, in which
producers facing many buyers compete by selling their product. One type of
equilibrium consists of many small owners. In the presence of a large enough
agents, though, a monopoly equilibrium also exists. The equilibrium with many
small owners is usually called perfect competition. However, the diﬀerence between the two types of equilibria resides in the distribution of ownership and
not in the manner or technology of competition. Thus I call the equilibrium
with many small owners demopoly 1 .
1 Monopoly

means "one seller," oligopoly "few sellers." Many sellers would be polipoly.
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Under monopoly, an additional strategy appears for competing by selling a
product than under demopoly. It is possible for a big producer to threaten other
producers to oversupply the market so as to cause them a loss. We define the
concept of deterrent monopoly, when an incumbent incurs a flow of expenditure
to deter entry by other participants and therefore makes a profit. We define
also the concept of vulnerable market, a market which has a demopolic (or competitive) equilibrium but that can also be captured by a monopoly or oligopoly.
In the current paper, we show that the following four assumptions (in addition
to decreasing returns) are suﬃcient for a market to be vulnerable to capture by
a deterrent monopoly.
1) Production involves sunk costs.
An example is capital investment. As just mentioned, sunk costs make
participants vulnerable to a threat.
2) Aggregate sales’ income rises when supply is decreased.
This is a necessary condition for there to be an incentive to monopolize a
market.
3) The discount rate is such that the present value of future monopoly profits
–net of deterrence costs– is larger than the sunk costs necessary to cover one
round of competitive supply.
This is necessary for the deterrence threat to be credible.
4) Even a small deviation by a large agent from a costly credible threat will
cause a discrete loss of reputation, that is, cause a discrete measure of small
agents to disregard the threat in the future.
This is a technical condition on how reputation works that does not provide
incentives for an incumbent to slowly loose her monopoly over several production
rounds rather than keeping to her stated threat of oversupplying the market.
Under these four conditions, demopoly will be the market equilibrium when
all agents are small enough, and deterrent monopoly if there is a large enough
agent. For simplicity, I leave the case of deterrent oligopoly for future work.
Note that if an agent has enough credit, she will be big enough to establish
a deterrent monopoly. It follows that for vulnerable markets such as this one,
demopoly is incompatible with perfect credit.
The model I present is related to several strands of literature. One strand,
with a long history, is the interaction between small and large players in a context of general equilibrium. Using the tools of cooperative game theory, Shitovitz
(1973) follows Aumann (1964), as I do here, to model oligopolistic competition.
The idea is to use a continuum of infinitesimal participants to represent small
players (the ocean) and a finite set of participants with finite measures (atoms)
to represent large players. Concentrating on the core of the economy, which is
the set of allocations that no coalition can improve upon by using only their
own resources, Shitovitz obtained counterintuitive results in which oligopolistic
Thus I use demopoly instead, meaning “the people sell,” on the suggestion of Sonia Di Giannatale Menegalli.
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outcomes are equivalent to competitive outcomes under quite wide assumptions. Okuno, Postlewaite and Roberts (1980) criticize this solution concept,
obtaining quite diﬀerent results for the Nash equilibrium in a noncooperative
model of exchange. In their two commodity exchange economy, large agents or
syndicated groups restrict supply to obtain higher welfare in a suboptimal equilibrium. Moreover, this approach also obviates the need to assume some agents
are strategic while others are not. A related line of research, originated by Gabszewicz and Vial (1972), studies oligopoly ‘á la Cournot-Walras,’ with “few”
oligopolists and “many” consumers. The original approach gives rise to a series
of theoretical problems that have been successively overcome. Codognato and
Gabszewicz (1991) define a Cournot-Walras equilibrium concept that does not
depend on price normalization. Codognato (1995) and Codognato and Ghosal
(2000) define instead a Cournot-Nash equilibrium concept that eliminates the
asymmetry between strategic and non-strategic agents. Busetto, Codognato
and Ghosal (2008) eliminate inconsistencies between these diﬀerent types of
models by harmonizing the number of stages and structure of play in the various settings. They then show that Cournot-Walras equilibria are equivalent to
pseudo-Markov subgame perfect Nash equilibria, for which small players take
only each commodity’s aggregate supply into account. Busetto, Codognato and
Ghosal (2011) show the existence of a pure strategy Cournot—Nash equilibrium
for a model of noncooperative exchange including large and small traders allowed to buy and sell all commodities.
The current paper also uses the subgame perfect Nash equilibria, but introduces threats in players’ strategies, not considered in the work we have mentioned. To do this it needs to introduce two additional elements, sunk costs and
infinite repetition of the typical production round, so as to model the credibility
of the threats. I therefore work with the simplest possible model. To be as
realistic as possible, I keep to partial equilibrium in a single production market,
rather than considering an exchange economy. As mentioned above, I also only
consider the case of monopoly, leaving oligopoly for future work.
A second related strand of literature is predatory pricing, which in our model
is the basis for the existence of deterrent monopoly. The predation literature
has a long history. A series of works support the theoretical possibility of predation, while a series of critics doubt the practical relevance of these theories.
McGee (1958) argues that purchase of rival firms is cheaper and more reliable
than predatory pricing. Discussing predation and noting McGee (1958), Yamey
(1972) concludes that predatory pricing should be given a place in the analysis
of barriers to entry. Persson (2004) gives arguments in a multi-firm context as
to why predation might be cheaper than mergers. The present day theory of
predation is based on game theory, usually set in the context of imperfect competition (unlike our own context of small, competitive actors), and discusses the
interaction of a series of market imperfections. For example Fudenberg & Tirole
(1986) model a two-firm context in which predatory pricing has the function of
jamming information for an entrant. Harrington (1989) proves that collusion
and predation can exist in an oligopolistic setting. Bolton & Scharfstein (1990)
show that predation can be motivated by financial contracting that threatens a
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firm with bankruptcy if it fails to meet payments. Milgrom & Roberts (1997)
show that predation can be rational for a monopolist deterring several potential
entrants in a reputation setting. Roth (1996) shows that predatory pricing is
rationalizable (a generalization of Nash equilibria based on modelling reasonable
beliefs). It is interesting to note that predatory pricing is robustly reported in
experimental economics (Gomez & Goeree, 2008).
Our theory of vulnerable markets in a sense falls within this tradition. The
theoretical existence of predatory prices supports the theoretical existence of
vulnerable markets. But there may be cheaper ways of deterring competition
that are commonly available but involve additional market imperfections. Common examples could be local or targeted predatory pricing against specific entrants, small economies of scale in production or innovation, mergers, hostile
takeovers, even physical threats and legal harassment. These would provide
other, perhaps more realistic ways, in which vulnerable markets are captured
by monopolies or oligopolies.
Indeed, the general structure of the argument for the existence of vulnerable
markets is the following. A given good X is produced under conditions C.
Suppose that under these conditions, as well as decreasing returns to scale,
demopoly is possible and stable. All producers face the same risks and perils C.
Nevertheless, it might still be possible for one or several large agents to decide
to supply the full market for X monopolistically or oligopolistically, using the
presence of conditions C to deter participation by small agents. Thus, conditions
C are consistent with demopoly but can also serve to support monopoly or
oligopoly. In the present case conditions C are the four conditions listed above,
but other settings are conceivable.
While in this paper I examine only the case of monopoly, the literature on
oligopolistic collusion supports the idea that the concept of vulnerable markets
can be extended to the case of oligopoly. Abreu (1986), for example, shows
that carrot and stick strategies can sustain oligopolistic collusion (optimally
amongst symmetric strategies), which could be used to take over a vulnerable
market. Collusion also exists under imperfect monitoring (Abreu, Pearce, and
Stacchetti, 1986; Green and Porter, 1984). A series of other phenomena could
also be involved, such as market share or price wars (Levenstein, 1993, Pot et
al, 2010). Osterdal (2003) shows that the stability of carrot and stick collusion
strategies (without the restriction to symmetry) improves with the degree of
product diﬀerentiation. Thus a set of big players could collude to subdivide
a set of product markets, allotting to each of themselves a subset of products
on which to produce as a monopolist. It follows that in a general equilibrium
setting a set of markets for which stable demopolic production is possible could
be vulnerable to capture by monopolistic competition. Again, large financial
institutions could provide the facilitating mechanisms for such a transformation
from perfect to monopolistic competition, by providing the tools for a change
in the ownership structure.
Finally, a discussion giving vulnerable markets an economic and historical
setting is in order. First, market concentration has been the norm rather than
the exception for US production during the 20th Century. From 1935 to 1992,
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on average the four largest firms in 459 industries produced 38.4% of all shipments. Similarly, from 1992 to 2002, the 200 largest manufacturing companies
accounted for 40% of manufacturing value added2 . Consistently with market
power, Hall (1988) shows in a study of US industry that marginal cost is often well below price. Industrial concentration has also been a salient feature
of globalization. In 2007, 89.3% of global FDI inflows consisted of mergers
and acquisitions (UNCTAD, 2008). By 2008, the world’s top 100 non-financial
transnational corporations produced 14.1% of global output (ibid). There is
therefore a risk that global concentration could continue to rise towards US levels. Concentration has also risen tremendously in agriculture (Hendrickson &
Heﬀernan 2007) and finance (D’Arista, 2009).
However, industrial concentration only began in the US near the end of the
19th Century. The Sherman Antitrust Act, meant to prevent the destruction
of competition through the formation of cartels and monopolies, itself dates to
1890. This was the time when a wave of mergers radically transformed the
banking sectors of Boston and Providence (Lamoreaux, 1991). In addition, the
concentration of the banking system coincided with the first wave of mergers and
acquisitions recognized by economic historians for the US, from 1893 to 1904.3
This period saw the birth of the main steel, telephone, oil, mining, railroad
and other giants of the basic manufacturing and transportation industries in
the US. The major automobile manufacturers emerged during the second wave,
from 1919 to 1929, featuring vertical integration that in the case of Ford reached
all the way to the iron and coal mines. In the third period (1955 to 1969-73) the
conglomerate concept took hold of American management. The fourth wave was
the merger or takeover wave of the 1980s, which inaugurated the era of hostile
takeover bids by major investment banks. It featured a new set of financial
mechanisms such as junk bond financing and leveraged buyouts. The fifth wave
(1993 to 2000) was the era of the mega-deal and took place under globalization.
From a modest $342 billion in 1992, worldwide merger volume reached $3.3
trillion in 2000. This wave ended with the NASDAQ collapse, but by 2006 a
sixth merger wave was in full swing. By mid-2008, just before the financial
crisis, five banks were emitting 97 percent of all derivative assets.
Vulnerable markets are markets for which there is an incentive to change the
ownership structure from demopoly to monopoly or oligopoly. The history of
merger waves, which began when suﬃciently large economic actors appeared,
is consistent with the theory of vulnerable markets proposed here, as well as
with the role that financial markets can play in transforming competitive into
concentrated production ownership structures.
In what follows I present the deterrent monopoly model and conclude.
2 Data

from U.S. Census Bureau — Economic Census. 1992. “Concentration Ratios for the
U.S.” http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/concentration92-47.xls.
3 This paragraph’s summary of merger waves is based on Lipton (2006).
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2
2.1

The model
Production

In a partial equilibrium model, consider a single market for a given good X,
to be sold at price P . Suppose that production of X occurs on a continuum
of plants i ∈ [0, N ], where N will be determined endogenously. In each plant,
production of a quantity q of good X costs c(q), where c00 > 0, and for simplicity
c0 > 0 for all quantities (alternatively c0 could begin negative and end positive).
Let the inverse demand for good X is given by
P = P (Q) , P 0 (Q) < 0,

(1)

where Q = N q is the total quantity produced.
The optimal arrangement for any level of aggregate production Q consists
of operating each plant at its optimal capacity q ∗ , and choosing the number of
plants N so that Q = N q ∗ . This is because the first order condition for the
minimization problem
min N c (q) ,
s.t.Q=Nq

after substituting for N , is
¸
∙
¸ ∙
d Q
Q 0
Q
0=
c (q) = − 2 c (q) + c (q)
dq q
q
q

⇐⇒

c (q)
= c0 (q) .
q

(2)

Observe that since Q is fixed, the minimization problem is equivalent to minimizing average cost c (q) /q. The result is the well-known condition that average
cost equals marginal cost, defining an optimal plant production level q ∗ where
the elasticity of cost equals one,
q ∗ c0 (q ∗ )
= 1.
c (q ∗ )
The second order suﬃcient condition for the minimum is satisfied,
¯
∙
¸¯
¯
d2 Q
Q
2Q 0
Q 00 ¯¯
Q
¯
c (q) ¯ = 2 3 c (q) − 2 c (q) + c (q)¯ = ∗ c00 (q ∗ ) > 0.
dq 2 q
q
q
q
q
q∗
q∗
Let the optimal average cost be

γ=

2.2

c (q ∗ )
.
q∗

Competitive production

Consider for simplicity the case of competitive production in which each plant
is run by a distinct owner i ∈ [0, N ], so each firm corresponds to a single plant.
Entry consists of establishing a new plant. Each firm maximizes profits
πC (q) = P q − c (q) .
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(3)

The first order condition for profit maximization of the price-taking firms is
0 = π0C (q) = P − c0 (q) ,

(4)

that is, marginal cost c0 (q) equals marginal revenue P . Now firm entry reduces
profits to zero defining a total number of firms N according to
0 = π C = P (N q) q − c (q) .

(5)

Combining this with equation (2) yields
c (q)
= P (N q) = c0 (q) .
q
Hence q = q ∗ , which means competitive production is eﬃcient, and the equilibrium number of firms N under perfect competition is:
NC∗ =

2.3

1 −1
P (γ) .
q∗

Monopolistic production

Consider now a single owner who establishes a continuum of plants i ∈ [0, N ]
and prices the good as a monopoly. As noted above, minimizing production
costs implies each plant operates at the optimum level of production q ∗ . Hence
the monopolist chooses the total production quantity Q = N q ∗ by choosing the
number of plants N so as to maximize profits. Total cost can be written
C (Q) = N c (q ∗ ) = Qγ,
and marginal cost is C 0 (Q) = γ =

c(q ∗ )
q∗ .

Total revenue can be written

T R (Q) = P Q = P (Q) Q.
Hence the monopolist maximizes
max πM (Q) = T R (Q) − Qγ.
Q

(6)

The first order condition occurs where marginal revenue equals marginal cost
T R0 (Q) = γ = C 0 (Q) .

(7)

Hence the quantity Q∗M of production under monopoly is defined by
P (Q∗M ) + P 0 (Q∗M ) Q∗M =

c (q ∗ )
.
q∗

Let us compare competitive and monopolistic production. The equations for
quantities produced are:
P (Q∗C ) = γ
P (Q∗M ) + P 0 (Q∗M ) Q∗M = γ
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(8)
(9)

∗
Since P 0 (Q∗M ) < 0, it follows PC∗ ≡ P (Q∗C ) < P (Q∗M ) ≡ PM
and hence Q∗M <
∗
QC , monopolistic production is less than competitive production. For simplicity
in what follows we now define units so that the optimal production at each plant
at is q ∗ = 1 unit of production.

2.4

Deterrent monopoly under sunk costs

Suppose now that establishing a production capacity requires input investments
that will be lost even if production does not occur and that can therefore be
lost in the process of competition. On this basis we define deterrent monopoly.
Specifically, suppose that each production round for X takes two periods.
In the first period all producers, big and small, buy the inputs for the next
period. In the next period they decide whether to dedicate their inputs fully to
production or to sell the remaining inputs at a resale price which is a proportion
0 < κ < 1 of its purchase value, implying a loss representing the sunk cost.
A deterrent monopolist will be one that buys inputs for producing the full
quantity Q∗C of the competitive case. If further entry into production occurs,
and the deterrent monopolist produces to capacity, the resulting price will be
lower than the competitive price PC∗ . Every producer will loose. If for this
reason there in fact is no additional entry, the deterrent monopolist need not
produce the full amount Q∗C , and can therefore obtain a profit. We examine the
resulting game in the next section. For now we calculate the profit that occurs
at this point if there is no entry. This results from maximizing
max πD (Q) = T R (Q) − Q∗C γ + κ (Q∗C − Q) γ.
Q

(10)

Writing QκD for the optimum production quantity for the deterrent monopolist,
the first order condition yields
T R0 (QκD ) = κγ.

(11)

We make the following assumptions on the total revenue function T R (Q).
1) T R0 (Q∗C ) < 0. This means that at the competitive equilibrium revenue
can be increased by reducing the quantity sold.
And, for simplicity,
¡ ¢
2) There is a unique Q̄ at which total revenue T R Q̄ is maximal.
3) Marginal revenue is decreasing, T R00 (Q) < 0 on [0, Q∗C ].
We can therefore obtain a unique solution for Q̄ satisfying 0 < Q̄ < Q∗C ,
0
T R (Q) > 0 on [0, Q̄], and T R0 (Q) < 0 on [Q̄, Q∗C ].
The optimal production quantities QκD chosen by deterrent monopolists
are decreasing in the resale rate κ and range monotonically over the interval
[Q∗M , Q̄], with Q1D = Q∗M and Q0D = Q̄. Let πκD = πD (QκD ). By the envelope
d κ
theorem dκ
π D = − (Q∗C − QκD ) γ < 0, profits rise as the optimal quantity QκD
κ
decreases, and this occurs as the resale rate κ increases. Prices PD
move in
the opposite direction. See Figure 1 for a price and quantity diagram under
deterrent monopoly.
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2.5

The deterrent monopoly game

We just saw that under the sunk cost conditions we defined, a large producer
purchasing inputs for producing the full quantity Q∗C can threaten other producers with losses if they enter production. This means that a game for market
share can develop. We examine the case in which one big producer competes
with a continuum of small producers.
The game consists of a repetition of production rounds. Each production
round is the stage game of an infinitely repeated game. The players are Big,
who is the large producer, and Smalli a continuum of small players with i ∈
[0, NS max ], where the NS max is larger than NC∗ , the measure, or number of small
players needed to supply the competitive market at optimal plant capacity4 .
Once we discuss the competitive case below and establish how the continuum
of small players coordinates to participate, the game can be analyzed as a game
with two players, Big and Small.
In the first period of each round, Big establishes a continuum of plants
i ∈ [0, N1B ], each with an optimal unit productive capacity. Then in period 2 she
decides to operate N2B ≤ N1B of these plants, at full capacity. Remaining inputs
are sold at a loss proportional to 1−κ. Meanwhile in the first period a continuum
[0, N1S ] of small producers each establishes an infinitesimal plant with unit
productive capacity.5 In period 2 some set of small producers i ∈ [0, N2S ] decide
to produce at unit capacity, while the remaining producers i ∈ [N2S , N1S ] sell
their inputs at a loss proportional to 1−κ. All inputs will be used for production,
N2S = N1S , when P ≥ κγ (even if P < γ), because in this case if there is a loss
from selling at less than market price it is still less than the loss incurred from
reselling inputs. When P = κγ, so both losses are equal, there will be some
equilibrium production level 0 < N2S ≤ N1S , and when P ≤ κγ, reselling the
inputs is preferable and N2S = 0.
Introduce parameter t to indicate the round in the repeated game. The act
t
tions of players Big and Smalli in the stage game are parametrized by (N1B
, N2B
),
t
t
(N1S
, N2S
). Quantities in the first period of each round t represent the quantities for which inputs were bought, while quantities in the second period represent
the actual quantities produced.
2.5.1

The stage game

The main asymmetry between small players and Big is size, and the implication
that size has on strategic play. Small players cannot aﬀect prices, because the
quantities they produce are too minute, and therefore do not aﬀect Big. Only
the non-cooperative collective decisions taken by all small players together aﬀect
Big. Even so, it is possible for small players to have strategies, as we shall see
below.
4 Abusing language, I will use number instead of measure for small producers. Thus N
S
small producers refers to a set of measure NS of small producers, usually [0, NS ].
5 For simplicity we assume that the small, infinitesimal producers are of equal size. It would
not be diﬃcult to introduce a measure representing diﬀerent sizes.
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The stage game of our infinitely repeated game consists of the two period
rounds that we have described, written as if they occurred in one period at time
t. We write the game as if there were two players, Big and Small, where the
actions taken by Small are the result of the actions of all small players. The
actions available to each player are
¡ t
¢
t
t
t
{ N1B
: 0 ≤ N2B
, N2B
≤ N1B
≤ NC∗ },
(12)
¡ t
¢
t
t
t
{ N1S , N2S
(13)
: 0 ≤ N2S ≤ N1S ≤ NS max }.

t
t
We set NC∗ as the upper limit for N1B
, and also usually for N1S
, because there
is no incentive to set up productive capacities above levels for which the profit is
certain to be zero (something we verify in the exposition below when relevant).
The stage game payoﬀs are as follows. Big’s payoﬀ πtB is
¡ t
¡ t
¢ t
¢
t
t
t
πtB = P N2B
+ N2S
+ κγ N1B
− N2B
N2B − γN1B
.

t
t
where P t = P (N2B
+ N2S
) is the price of good X, which depends on Big’s
t
own level of production and on aggregate small producers’ production N2S
.
The discount rate between periods 1 and 2 is assumed to be negligible. The
t
payoﬀ obtained by small player i ∈ [0, N1S
] in period 2 depends on whether she
produces or not,
½
t
t
t
P (N2B
+ N2S
) − γ,
i ∈ [0, N2S
],
t
πS (i) =
t
t
− (1 − κ) γ,
i ∈ (N2S , N1S
].

If some small players produce and others do not then these two quantities will
be equal.
2.5.2

Small players with competitive market strategy

One of the properties of perfect markets is that they generate coordination
(the invisible hand ). Each producer observes prices and decides how much to
supply according to her production possibilities, and an eﬃcient equilibrium
is generated. Once producers know the price with certainty, knowledge about
the strategies of others, or past “play of the game” is irrelevant. We begin
by observing how perfect competition works out in our model when only small
players participate, and then sequentially construct new strategic situations that
develop when Big participates.
Because we assume identical small producers, a coordination problem arises
in deciding which producers participate and which do not. When for example
we say that NC∗ is the number of small players that clears the competitive market, and mean that small producers i ∈ [0, NC∗ ] each produce one unit, while
potential participants i ∈ [NC∗ , NS max ] do not participate in production, implicitly we are assuming that small players take their decisions instantaneously
but in increasing order along the interval [0, 1]. We make this assumption for
how decisions are taken by the small agents. For example, it could be that as i
increases, producers are negligibly less productive.
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2.5.3

Perfect markets

t
t
Consider the case when there are only small producers, so N1B
= N2B
= 0.
th
The i player therefore has the strategy “purchase inputs to produce a unit of
X if the expected price P (i) is higher than the production cost γ, otherwise
do not purchase inputs.” Recall that when this producer decides to participate
the whole interval [0, i] of producers is participating. Since the inverse demand
function P (i) is decreasing in i, the measure of small participants purchasing
t
inputs in period 1 to produce one unit of X in period 2 is N1S
= NC∗ . When
period 2 arrives, all of the small producers know that the price P cannot fall
t
t
bellow γ, so none decides to curtail production and N2S
= N1S
= NC∗ . Hence
¡ t ¢
t
π tS (i) = P N1S
].
(14)
− γ = 0, i ∈ [0, N1S

This is a Nash equilibrium. As we saw, none of the producers has an incentive
t
to change their decision in period 2, so Small has no incentive to change N2S
. It
follows none of the producers i has an incentive to change their decision in period
t
1. If i < N1S
, π tS (i) = 0 (actually we are assuming this is negligibly positive),
t
while if i > N1S
, since by assumption i only participates if all producers in
interval [0, i] also participate, making πtS (i) = P (i) − γ < 0. Note that we are
t0
t
only interested in asking wether there is a deviation N1S
from N1S
, so we could
t0
t
t0
properly argue that if N1S < N1S then deviating producer i = N1S
has only
t0
t
ceased to participate if producers (N1S , N1S ] are not producing, in which case
t0
t0
profits would be πtS (i) = 1−N1S
−γ > 0, which deviating player i = N1S
would
be forsaking to earn 0 instead.
2.5.4

Big comes in

Now consider the case when small producers keep to the competitive market
strategy but a large player participates in the market. Suppose the large player,
Big, sets up in period 1 a productive capacity suﬃcient to supply the full competitive market but then in period 2 underproduces to raise the price. If small
producers keep to their original competitive strategy, they will not purchase any
inputs and Big’s profits are unimpeded.
However, there is a new element to strategy here. Big is no longer acting
exclusively according to expected price. She is elbowing out other participants.
The way this occurs is that her intended productive capacity, as measured by
purchased inputs, remains fixed independently of the intentions of small agents.
We can model this by supposing that Big announces her productive capacity before the small agents, or by supposing that all players have a last ditch
opportunity to cancel their input purchases after everybody announces their intentions, Big refusing to cancel and thus small players cancelling instead. Below
we model this properly as equilibria in a game. The point however is to note
that by including knowledge of other player’s strategies we are actually starting
to go beyond the simple, innocent competitive market strategy.
In this protogame, for any announcement N1B ≤ P −1 (γ) = NC∗ made by
Big, N1S = NC∗ − N1B small producers purchase inputs to produce a unit of
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good X in period 2. Then if Big increases the price by reducing production,
small agents produce to full capacity and Big maximizes
πB (N1B , N1S , N2B ) = P (N1S + N2B ) N2B − γN1B + κγ (N1B − N2B ) .
Define the total revenue function
T R (N1S , N2B ) = P (N1S + N2B ) N2B .

(15)

For simplicity we assume this function is concave in N2B for any N1S . That is,
∂2T R
00
0
2 (N1S , N2B ) = P (N1S + N2B ) N2B + 2P (N1S + N2B ) < 0.
∂N2B
We can now determine what the optimal production levels for Big are for
diﬀerent levels of small participants.
Lemma 1 Optimal Production Levels. Suppose that inputs purchased for production by Big and Small do not on their own oversupply the market, but jointly
cover or exceed the competitive level of supply, that is, N1B ≤ NC∗ , N1S ≤ NC∗
and N1B + N1S ≥ NC∗ . There is some maximal number of small participants
N̄1S ∈ (0, NC∗ ) for which when N1S < N̄1S Big’s optimal production level is
∗
to undersupply the market by choosing N2B
∈ (0, NC∗ − N1S ). In these cases,
∗
if N1B + N1S = NC , small players will dedicate all of their inputs to production, N2S = N1S , and obtain a proportionally higher profit than Big, free-riding
on her underproduction. If instead N1S > N̄1S , Big’s optimal response always
yields a negative payoﬀ unless N1B + N1S = NC∗ , in which case all inputs are
assigned to production, so N2B = N1B , and the payoﬀ is zero for both Big and
Small. When input purchases imply oversupply, so N1B + N1S > NC∗ , payoﬀs
remain invariant if all input resales are carried out by Big, so N2S = N1S can be
assumed. In the case N1S = N̄1S , the optimal response N2B = NC∗ − N1S yields
competitive market prices. Big’s payoﬀs are decreasing in Small’s participation
and in her own initial input purchase.
Proof. Big’s optimization problem is
π ∗B (N1B , N1S ) =

max P (N1S + N2B ) N2B −γN2B −(1 − κ) γ (N1B − N2B ) .

N2B ≤N1B

(16)

Observe that

¯
∂π B ¯¯
= P (N1S ) − κγ > P (NC∗ ) − κγ = (1 − κ) γ > 0.
∂N2B ¯N2B =0

On the other hand, at N1S + N2B = NC∗ , Big’s marginal profit is:
¯
∂πB ¯¯
= P 0 (NC∗ ) N2B + γ − γ + (1 − κ) γ
∂N2B ¯
∗

(17)

N2B =NC −N1S

½

= P 0 (NC∗ ) (NC∗ − N1S ) + (1 − κ) γ.

(NC∗ )

< −P
+ (1 − κ) γ = −κγ < 0 for N1S = 0
= (1 − κ) γ > 0
for N1S = NC∗
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(18)
(19)

In addition, the expression is monotonic, since
Ã
!
¯
∂π B ¯¯
d
= −P 0 (NC∗ ) > 0.
dN1S ∂N2B ¯N2B =N ∗ −N1S

(20)

C

Hence there is a unique value N̄1S ∈ (0, NC∗ ) below which the maximum payoﬀ
for Big is interior and above which no undersupply is worthwhile. Since setting
N2B = N1B yields a zero payoﬀ, when the maximum is interior, i.e. when
N1S < N̄1S , profits π ∗B (N1B , N1S ) are positive. Consider now the case when
N1S + N2B > NC∗ . Concavity of the total revenue function implies that if
N1S ≤ N̄1S , the optimal N2B remains unchanged. If instead N1S > N̄1S , Big’s
payoﬀs increase with oversupply, implying the optimal value is negative. In
these cases if selling the product is still better than reselling the inputs, so
P (N1S + N2B ) > κγ, small producers set N2S = N1S . Otherwise Big limits
overproduction so P (N1S + N2B ) = κγ. Big can always do this, because N1S ≤
NC∗ . Since at this price selling the product or reselling the inputs yields the
same payoﬀs, we can assume N2S = N1S . Note also by the envelope theorem
that
∂π ∗B
(N1B , N1S ) = P 0 (N1S + N2B ) N2B < 0
∂N1S
∂π ∗B
(N1B , N1S ) = − (1 − κ) γ < 0.
∂N1B

(21)
(22)

Note that if the number of small participants is less than N̄1S , Big can still
make a profit by undersupplying the market. Write
∗
∗
NDF
(N1S ) = N2B
(N1S ) + N1S < NC∗ ,
∗
∗
PDF
(N1S ) = P (NDF
(N1S )) > γ if N1S < N̄1S
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
π BDF (N1S ) = P (NDF ) N2B
− γN2B
− (1 − κ) γ (N1B − N2B
)

(23)
(24)
(25)

for the total quantity supplied to the market in this case, the resulting price, and
Big’s profit when N1B = NC∗ − N1S . The dependence on N1S will be omitted
from the notation unless required, as in the last line. “DF” means “deterrent
with free riders.” Big’s profit is positive if the input purchase does not already
oversupply the market, that is, π ∗BDF (N1S ) > 0 if N1B + N1S = NC∗ . In this
case the small participants make a proportionally higher profit, because they do
not have to resell inputs at a loss.
In the game below, Big will dissuade small participation by threatening to
oversupply the market and therefore causing everybody a loss. What is Big’s
optimal choice for production in this case? Suppose N1S + N1B ≥ NC∗ . Then
Big’s optimization problem for punishing is:
max

s.t. N2B ≤N1B , P (N1S +N2B )≤γ

π Punish
=
B

= P (N1S + N2B ) N2B − γN2B − (1 − κ) γ (N1B − N2B ) .
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(26)

The objective function is the same profit function as in Lemma 1. The only
change is the addition of the restriction P (N1S + N2B ) ≤ γ.
Corollary 2 Cheapest Punishment. Suppose that inputs purchased for production by Big and Small do not on their own oversupply the market, but can jointly
oversupply the market, that is, N1B ≤ NC∗ , N1S ≤ NC∗ and N1B + N1S > NC∗ .
When N1S ≤ N̄1S , Big’s highest payoﬀ inflicting punishment occurs with slight
oversupply, that is N2B = (NC∗ − N1S )− . If instead N1S > N̄1S , Big’s optimal
response already produces a negative payoﬀ for both players. Note therefore that
π ∗BDF − π PBunish =
½
∗
∗
∗
(P (NDF
) − γ) NDF
− (1 − κ) γ (NDF
− NC∗ ) > 0 N1S < N̄1S
=
(27)
0
N1S ≥ N̄1S
The immediate gain π DEV that Big obtains from deviating from punishment,
πDEV (N1S ) = π∗BDF (N1S ) − π PBunish (N1S )

(28)

is independent of N1B , and decreasing in N1S .
Proof. The result follows from the signs for

¯

∂π B ¯
∂N2B ¯

∗ −N
N2B =NC
1S

established in

the proof of the previous lemma. Note for reference that

=
π∗BDF − π Punish
B
∗
∗
∗
∗
= P (NDF ) (NDF − N1S ) − γ (NDF
− N1S ) − (1 − κ) γ (N1B − (NDF
− N1S ))
∗
∗
∗
∗
− {P (NC ) (NC − N1S ) − γ (NC − N1S ) − (1 − κ) γ (N1B − (NC − N1S ))}
∗
∗
∗
= (P (NDF
) − γ) (NDF
− N1S ) − (1 − κ) γ (NC∗ − NDF
) > 0.
(29)
Profit
∗
∗
∗
< πB
by construction, γ < P (NDF
), NDF
− N1S = N2S
>0
because πPunish
B
∗
∗
and NDF < NC .

2.5.5

Small gets wise

What happens when small producers observe Big can increase prices in period
2 and make a profit? Small producers must now decide to abandon the simple
rules of participation in perfectly competitive markets, to become strategic players. Now both types of players observe each other’s strategies. Small producers
have some incentives to participate in production, because even though Big purchases inputs to supply the full competitive market, if she then undersupplies
the market, small participants will make a profit. Therefore, Big must credibly threaten small participants to oversupply the market if they participate,
lowering price P below the competitive market level so as to impose a loss for
participating. To show Big’s threat is credible, we turn to the infinitely repeated
game with perfect monitoring and show the existence of subgame perfect Nash
equilibria.
14

Now, we nevertheless assume that anytime Big does not purchase enough
inputs to supply the full competitive market in the first period, small agents will
be aware of this and purchase inputs to complete this supply, with the eﬀect
that they will make at least the normal profit (zero) in any circumstance. We
thus assume that after Big has purchased inputs, small agents have a last chance
to purchase inputs as well.
We thus consider two types of small players, tough small players with a
strategy, and an additional set of price taking, competitive small producers.
Big’s strategy for making a profit depends on her reputation for keeping to
her punishment strategy, that is, on small players’ belief that Big will keep to her
punishment strategy. Suppose the strategies of Big and Small are the following.
Big will in each production round purchase inputs to produce at the competitive
level. If small producers participate, Big will keep the price of good X below
the competitive level, while if they do not, she will reduce production to the
deterrent monopoly level, making a profit. In turn, small producers decide not
to participate in production. However, I assume that if ever Big deviates from
her announced punishment strategy, even by an arbitrarily small amount, this
produces a wave of new entrants (that is not arbitrarily small). Specifically, if
after a measure N1S of small producers purchases inputs, Big still undersupplies
the market so that N2B +N1S < NC∗ , I assume that her reputation for toleration
of small producers (the opposite of toughness) increases further by a discrete
amount η > 0, and from then on a larger set of small producers [0, N1S + η]
become tough and believe that they can participate without punishment. In
addition, if Big does not purchase enough inputs in period 1 to produce at the
competitive level, then enough additional small competitive producers purchase
inputs to complete the competitive level of aggregate production, further raising
the perceived level of Big’s tolerance. That is, for any given realization of the
game, the latest level of reputation for Big’s tolerance T t for participation of
small players is given by:
½
t
Tt
if N1S
≤ Tτ,
1
t+1
T = 0, T
=
t = 1, 2, ...
(30)
t
t
N1S + η if N1S > T τ ,
For any time t the game is characterized by the initial established toleration
level T t . To examine whether the strategies form a subgame perfect equilibrium we in eﬀect have to examine all initial levels T t . For Big, it is only worth
punishing if the profits that can be obtained from compliance are high enough.
This means that the future discount rate δ < 1 must be high enough (depreciation low enough) for the total expected flow of profits to be high enough,
an application of the Folk Theorem for infinitely repeated games. I use Ray’s
(2003) summary of the one-shot deviation principle as reference for proving the
strategies form a subgame perfect equilibrium.
What I will show is that for high enough δ, an initial toleration levels T 1 = 0
yields a Nash equilibrium, but that there is a maximum toleration level Tδ ∈
(0, N̄1S ) above which profits become too low to warrant a credible threat. Recall
N̄1S is the number of tough small free riders at which Big’s profits reduce to
15

zero. Thus if T t ever rises above Tδ , there will be at least N̄1S small participants,
because at lower levels Big is sure to undersupply, so that all plants will make
a profit, and punishment is no longer a credible threat. For T t > Tδ there will
be a competitive Nash equilibrium for any pair of numbers
(Ñ1B , Ñ1S ) : Ñ1S ≥ N̄1S , Ñ1B = NC∗ − Ñ1S ≥ 0

(31)

representing a number of Small and Big’s participation.
We can now summarize the above mentioned strategies as follows. For T t ≤
Tδ ,
t
N1B
= NC∗ − T t ,
t
∗
t
t
N1S = max{N
½ ∗ C −t N1B , T },
t
N2B (N1S ) (undersupply) if N1S
≤ Tt
(32)
t
=
N2B
∗
t
t
NC − N1S (punishment)
if N1S > T t
t
t
N2S
= N1S
.
Note that strategy in period 1 is written with Small having a last round of
decision after Big in case Big underinvests. Similarly, period 2 is written as a
t
t
+ N1B
≥ NC∗ (because
function of any arbitrary play in period 1 satisfying N1S
otherwise even competitive small players are loosing an opportunity to participate), so as to be able to begin the game at any period of the stage game, as
required in the evaluation of one-shot deviations. We saw in Lemma 1 and its
Corollary that wether Big punishes or undersupplies to make a profit, Small can
t
t
be considered to choose N2S
= N1S
. Finally, for T t > Tδ , choosing any pair of
numbers (Ñ1B , Ñ1S ) as described above (31),
t
N1B
= Ñ1B ,
t
= Ñ1S ,
N1S
t
t
N2B
= N1B
,
t
t
N2S = N1S .

(33)

Note that the game is written as a two player game. Player Small reflects
the aggregate behavior of the continuum of small players Smalli i ∈ [0, NS max ],
according to the coordination rules described fro perfect competition.
Theorem 3 Strategies (32), (33) define a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.
While demopoly is possible, a large enough agent can establish deterrent monopoly.
The proof is in the subsections that follow. We first write down the payoﬀs,
then examine possible deviations within the stage game, and finally show that
there are no profitable one-shot deviations.
2.5.6

Payoﬀs

The payoﬀs for stage t of the game given an initial tolerance level T t are the
following. So long as T t < Tδ , Big’s payoﬀ is π ∗BDF (T t ), see (25), and each
∗
Smalli ’s payoﬀ is P (NDF
) − γ, see (24) and recall q ∗ = 1. If instead T t ≥ Tδ ,
all payoﬀs are 0. It follows that given a discount factor δ < 1 the payoﬀ of the
infinitely repeated game is (1 − δ)−1 times these payoﬀs.
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2.5.7

Deviation payoﬀs

We now examine stage t of the game for diﬀerences in payoﬀs that might be
relevant for our examination of one-shot deviations below. The only deviation
that aﬀects future play is when Big does not punish. Thus we need only examine
two kinds of deviations, those that raise payoﬀs at stage t, and those when Big
reneges from punishing.
First we examine deviations by Big. Suppose T t < Tδ . Big can deviate in
t
the first period by arbitrarily setting some N1B
. If Big attempts to undersupply
t
∗
t
the market setting N1B < NC − T , then Small reacts by completing its supply
t
t
with N1S
= NC∗ − N1B
> T t . In this case Big suﬀers a double loss. First, her
t
optimal stage t payoﬀ is now lower, because π ∗BDF (N1S
) is a decreasing function
t
of N1S . Second, she cannot punish Small, because she cannot oversupply the
market. Thus her reputation suﬀers, shifting to T t+1 = T t + η, which implies
future payoﬀs are lower.
t
If instead Big oversupplies tough small producers with N1B
> NC∗ −T t (even
t
in the case T = 0), these players will still put all their inputs to production, so
t
t
t
t
t
N2S
= N1S
= T1S
, and since Big’s payoﬀ will be worse than at N1B
= NC∗ −T1S
,
t
since it is decreasing in is decreasing in N1B because more inputs will have to
be sold at a loss.
Alternatively, Big deviates in the second period, after any given play
t
t
(N1B
, N1S
), which now serves as initial point of the game for one shot deviat
t
tions. Recall we need only consider input purchases satisfying N1S
≥ NC∗ − N1B
t
t
and Small production decisions N2S = N1S .
In considering deviations, since we have already chosen optimal play following Lemma 1 and its Corollary, there are only two deviations left to consider,
deciding to punish when no punishment is called for, for which there are no incentives since this is costly and has no implications for future play, or deciding
not to punish when punishment is called for. We saw that this will only present
a gain for Big when N1S < N̄1S , given by (29).
Suppose now T t ≥ Tδ . Big’s tolerance is now so high that punishment is
meaningless. Big would only make a profit if Small played N1S < N̄1S , but then
so would Small, so there will be at least N̄1S small participants. Thus Big can in
no circumstance expect a positive profit, so cannot do better than participating
with a 0+ payoﬀ. Her only alternative is to reduce her participation, something
which oﬀers no gain.
Now let us examine deviations by Small. Suppose T t ≤ Tδ and Small plays
t
t
N1S
. If some of the tough players are not participating, so N1S
< T t , profits
increase for Big and for the remaining small participants, but decrease for those
small players who have forgone participation, with no gain in the future. If
t
instead N1S
> T t , then Big punishes and all small players experiences a loss,
again with no gain in the future. Therefore none of these cases need be considered in one shot deviations for the present game. There are also no profitable
deviations for Small in the second period or in the case T t > Tδ .6
6 We do not discuss additional strategies Big could have to throw of tough small players,
such as targetted price wars.
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2.5.8

One shot deviations

Our analysis of deviations in the stage game shows that only one profitable
candidate for a one shot deviation exists, apart from the possibility of shifting
Tδ , which we examine below. This is for Big not to punish in the second round.
To see if this is profitable, the immediate gain must be compared with the loss in
t
future play. Suppose therefore T t ≤ Tδ , and small plays N1S
> T t . We saw that
Big has one optimal choice for punishing, which consists of just oversupplying
the market. The value V of deviating by not punishing is:
½ DEV
δ
t
t
t
π
(N1S
) + 1−δ
(π∗BDF (N1S
+ η) − π∗BDF (T t )) if N1S
+ η ≤ Tδ ,
V =
δ
DEV
t
∗
t
t
π
(N1S ) − 1−δ π BDF (T )
if N1S
+ η > Tδ .
(34)
For V ≤ 0 (we consider there is no deviation if the gain is zero) what is needed
is:
⎫
⎧
t
π DEV (N1S
)
⎪
⎪
,
sup
⎪
⎪
t
⎬
⎨ t t
π∗
(T t )−π ∗
BDF (N1S +η )
δ
T ≤N1S ≤Tδ −η BDF
(35)
≥ max
DEV
t
π
(N1S )
⎪
⎪
1−δ
⎪
⎪
sup
∗
t
⎭
⎩
π BDF (T )
t
= max

½

N1S +η>Tδ

DEV

(0)
π
π DEV (0)
, ∗
∗
∗
π BDF (0) − π BDF (η) π BDF (Tδ )

¾

.

(36)

We are using here the results that πDEV and π∗BDF are decreasing functions of
t
N1S
(see Lemma 1 and its Corollary). The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
DEV
δ
is possible for any δ satisfying 1−δ
≥ π∗ π(0)−π(0)
∗
(η) ,by choosing Tδ large
BDF

DEV

BDF

(0)
δ
enough that 1−δ
= ππ∗ (T
. At this level of Tδ Big has no incentive to deviate
δ)
BDF
from Tδ , because she would forfeit credible threats that would yield profits for
games starting with relatively low reputations. Note the crucial role of η > 0
for the existence of δ < 1 satisfying the first inequality, meaning that Big suﬀers
a finite rather than infinitesimal loss of reputation even if Small oversteps the
limit T t by an arbitrarily small amount.

2.6

Two Corollaries

We can write down the following corollary on how financial development can
contribute to diminishing competition.
Corollary 4 Suppose aggregate financial development is high enough that financial institutions can borrow resources NC∗ from small players and lend them
to an agent Big at a total transaction cost T C less than the deterrent rate of
profit π∗BDF (0). Then Big establishes a deterrent monopoly.
Proof. Small players will prefer to lend financial institutions the resources
t
N1S
= NC∗ that they would dedicate to production so long as the aggregate
payoﬀ π S oﬀered to them is positive. Big will establish the deterrent monopoly
18

so long as the total interest R she has to pay on these resources satisfies 0 < R <
π ∗BDF (0). Financial institutions will take care of these transactions so long as
R > π S + T C. Since T C < π∗BDF (0) amounts πS and R exist satisfying these
restrictions.
The deterrent monopoly payoﬀ minus transaction costs, π∗BDF (0) − T C will
be distributed beween Big, the financial system and small agents according
to the prevailing financial market structure and the agents’ bargaining power.
As compared to demopoly, the resulting monopolic productive system will be
ineﬃcient because it will 1) supply less than the optimal amount of good X, 2) at
a higher than optimal price, and 3) it will waste resources on deterrence during
every production round. In addition, as compared to demopoly, monopoly will
transfer wealth to the financial system and to Big.
We can also note the following strategy for preventing monopolization of
good X that is available to a government that can produce competitively.
Corollary 5 The public option. Suppose the government produces in Tδ plants,
selling at a competitive price. Then Big will not establish a deterrent monopoly.
Proof. Big has no incentives to establish a deterrent monopoly if her maximum
market share is less than NC∗ − Tδ .
Note that once the government establishes the public option, or subcontracts
it to small agents, it is the market that establishes the competitive price.

3

Conclusion

We have shown the theoretical existence of vulnerable markets for a wide class
of production contexts. These are markets that can support both perfect market
equilibria or equilibria with market power, in our case deterrent monopoly. In
these markets, the only a priori characteristic that distinguishes the two equilibria is the ownership structure. The technologies for production and competition,
as well as consumer preferences remain unchanged. Big agents, of course, have
recourse to strategies that are unavailable to small agents and that depend on
impacting the whole market.
We have also shown that the existence of vulnerable markets provides incentives for financial institutions to concentrate production. When this occurs, the
resulting monopolic equilibrium is less eﬃcient, wastes resources on deterrence,
and transfers resources to financial institutions and large agents.
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